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Passive strategies
• Orientation of the sunspace
• Thermal mass
• Insulation
• Natural ventilation
 
Active strategies:Active strategies:
• PV Crystalline PV (on the roof)
                    Nominal power:  340W
                    Area: almost 150m2 
• Solar thermal collector (on the roof)
                    Efficiency: 60%
                    Area: approximately 26m2 
•• Heat pump 
                    Set temperature: 50 C
                    COP: 2.8 
• Wind turbine (in suitable location near site)
• Heat recovery system

Energy budget:
For the energy calculation of this project, we divided this buildFor the energy calculation of this project, we divided this build-
ing into three different zones which are residential (106.6m ), 
culture/office (198.2m2) and sport area (159.6m2). So the total 
heated floor area is 464.4 m2.
Heating demand calcul  ations:
Our main focus has been to document the design’s potential to 
reach the passive house standard, which is less than 21.74 
kWh/m2 energy use in the building for space heating. For accu-
racy, we divided the model into four thermal zones and pro-
grammed different thermal temperatures and schedules for 
each zone. To estimate internal heat gains we also made a 
rough assumption of the amount of people using each zone. 
From the result, we can see that the building meets the space 
heating demand of passive house standard, which is 19.2 
KWh/m2.

Heat balance 
From  the graph of the heat balance of the building, solar therFrom  the graph of the heat balance of the building, solar ther-
mal collector and heat pump could provide enough heating 
demand for the house. In the summer, it produces much more 
heat which could be storage. But , in the winter, there should be 
some heat complemented by the electricity grid.
From the chart of electricity balance, the house needs some 
energy from electrical grid during the winter, and in the summer, 
the house will produce surplus electricity which could be sold to 
the grid.
           
CO2 emissions
The chart shows that the COThe chart shows that the CO2 emissions of the building from the 
energy perspective. In summer, the building could produce 
much more green electricity which could be sold to the grid; 
thereby compensating CO2 production during winters. 
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